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Emit

Listen to the new Emit series.
The new Dynaudio Emit series is the
latest model range from Dynaudio,
and was conceived as an entry-level
high-end loudspeaker series that
incorporates extraordinary levels of
technical innovation and performance
capabilities in an attractive package
that is suitable to most any grade
of amplification.

Take
a look at
tradition.
Legacy
sounds
phenomenal.

The high-value Emit models are
equally conducive to HiFi or home
theater system applications, and the
speakers are relatively easy to drive
and not at all difficult to position.

Comprised of loudspeakers with
fairly modest price points but
exceptional performance capabilities,
the Emit models realize a level of
performance and value that is
without peer in their respective
price class.
Advanced Dynaudio driver technologies coupled with Dynaudio’s
renowned Danish craftsmanship
highlight the new Emit series. As is
characteristic of Dynaudio, each Emit
model features drivers designed the
model’s particular application, there-

by enabling a level of performance
that is unrivalled in its category.
From an aesthetic standpoint, the
Emit models exhibit simply elegant
Danish design and exceptional
Dynaudio build quality, while sonically
they deliver incredible dynamics,
extremely high levels of balance and
detail, and very powerful bass extension. Imaging and sound-staging
capabilities are exceptional, and the
sonic cohesion between the various
models in the series ensures perfectly
homogenous multi-channel system
integration.

M10

M20

The Emit M20 is a traditional bookshelf loudspeaker
model featuring innovative Dynaudio technologies
and most impressive performance capabilities.

The M10 is the most compact model of the new
Emit range and the perfect entry to the world of
high-end audio.
The Dynaudio Emit M10 offers authentic Dynaudio
technology and performance at a most attractive price
point. It features a 28 mm diameter soft dome tweeter
and a 14 cm diameter MSP (Magnesium Silicate Polymer)
mid/bass driver, mated to a 1st order crossover utilizing
high-quality components throughout.
The M10 remains an incredibly easy to drive loudspeaker
for virtually any amplifier, as it features a 6 ohm impedance.
The expertly tuned bass-reflex cabinet ensures that a
most impressive low frequency performance is achieved,
especially for a speaker of such relatively modest
proportions.
As the entry into the world of true high-end sound quality
and authentic Dynaudio performance, the Emit M10
is an ideal compact loudspeaker at a most appealing
price point.

Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications

Sensitivity (2.83 V/1 m)

86 dB

Sensitivity (2.83 V/1 m)

86 dB

IEC Long Term Power Handling

> 150 W

IEC Long Term Power Handling

> 150 W

Impedance (nominal)

6 ohms

Impedance (nominal)

4 ohms

Weight

5.6 kg

Weight

7.5 kg

Dimensions (W x H x D)

170 x 292 x 240 mm

Dimensions (W x H x D)

215 x 355 x 265 mm

(6.7 x 11.5 x 9.4 inch)
Finishes

Satin Black Lacquer
Satin White Lacquer

(8.5 x 14 x 10.4 inch)
Finishes

Satin Black Lacquer
Satin White Lacquer

The Dynaudio Emit M20 continues the long established
Dynaudio tradition of exceptional compact loudspeaker
models. Boasting the neutrality, transparency, detail, and
dynamics afforded by renowned Dynaudio technologies
such as high performance soft dome tweeters, MSP
(magnesium silicate polymer) mid/bass drivers, and
large diameter lightweight aluminium voice coils, the
M20 delivers serious performance at a price that exhibits
serious value.
The Dynaudio Emit M20 driver compliment is comprised
of a 28 mm diameter soft dome tweeter and a 17 cm
diameter MSP (Magnesium Silicate Polymer) mid/bass
driver, which are mated to a 1st order crossover featuring high-quality components throughout.
The M20 features a linear impedance and high power
handling capabilities, making integration into any system
relatively easy. Dynamics are exceptional, and the combination of its precisely tuned bass reflex enclosure and
the incredible performance capabilities of the Dynaudio
mid/bass driver ensure the class-leading bass performance.
A step up in performance from the smaller M10 model,
the compact Dynaudio Emit M20 exhibits true high-end
sound quality and exceptional value, proudly continuing
the tradition of exceptional Dynaudio compact loudspeaker designs.

M30

M15 C

Ultra-compact center channel loudspeaker
combining ease of integration with a highly
refined sonic character.

Dynaudio’s new entry-level floor-standing loudspeaker
is a true powerhouse and offers the finest value of
any loudspeaker in its class.
The Dynaudio Emit M30 is the entry-level Dynaudio
floor-standing model, and similar to the other models
in the new Emit range, its exceptional performance
capabilities and incredible value proposition ensure
that it is without peer in its price class.
The Emit M30 has a relatively compact footprint, while
the sound quality yielded by its driver complement,
comprised of a 28 mm soft dome tweeter and dual
17 cm diameter MSP (magnesium silicate polymer)
mid/woofers with huge 75 mm diameter lightweight
aluminium voice coils, belies the relative modest proportions – and is typically characteristic of a loudspeaker
priced at over double the M30s relatively modest price.
The Emit M30 boasts authentic Dynaudio technologies
and delivers the true high-end sound quality that
Dynaudio has become famous for. Exceptional power
handling, incredible imaging, powerful dynamics,
impressive bass extension, and extremely low distortion characterize the performance of the Emit M30. A
smooth, natural high frequency reproduction is ensured
by the renowned Dynaudio soft-dome tweeters while
the precision-tuned bass reflex cabinet enables the
dual MSP woofers to realize their optimum performance
capabilities and ensures a class-reference bass response.

Technical Specifications

Technical Specifications

Sensitivity (2.83 V/1 m)

86 dB

Sensitivity (2.83 V/1 m)

86 dB

IEC Long Term Power Handling

> 200 W

IEC Long Term Power Handling

> 150 W

Impedance (nominal)

4 ohms

Impedance (nominal)

4-6 ohms

Weight

18.0 kg

Weight

7.0 kg

Dimensions (W x H x D)

204 x 960 x 275 mm

Dimensions (W x H x D)

500 x 130 x 210 mm

(8 x 37.8 x 10.8 inch)
Finishes

Satin Black Lacquer
Satin White Lacquer

(19.7 x 5.1 x 8.3 inch)
Finishes

Satin Black Lacquer
Satin White Lacquer

The Dynaudio Emit M15 C center channel loudspeaker
offers a combination of compact dimensions, making
it relatively easy to position, and the same advanced
Dynaudio technologies incorporated into the new Emit
series models. Thus extremely refined multichannel
systems can be configured from various combinations
of Dynaudio Emit series models, which will deliver true
high-end sound quality and represent the greatest level
of value in the price category.
The Emit M15 C delivers a natural midrange character,
exceptionally detailed and clear high frequency reproduction, and incredibly low distortion; the same sonic
characteristics of the other models in the new Emit
series. Its driver compliment is comprised of a 28 mm
soft dome tweeter and dual 11 cm MSP (magnesium
silicate polymer) mid/bass drivers, and the M15 C
seamlessly integrates with any of the models in the
Emit series to deliver a perfectly homogenous sound
across all channels.
The high-grade crossover components and 4-6 ohm
linear impedance of the M15 C make it easy to drive for
any amplifier or AV receiver. The Emit M15 C is supplied
with a detachable metal plinth that facilitates angling
the speaker’s dispersion upward or downward towards
the listening area.

All there is.
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